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INTRODUCTION

Expert or knowledge base systems are proving to be practical

complements to the employment of human specialists in many U.S.

businesses. Herrod describes important applications utilized by

Fortune 500 companies while Harmon, Maus, and Morrissey summarize

applications used by much smaller businesses. Developments within

agriculture also are numerous and exciting. For example, Lemmon

has developed an expert system which determines the best strategy

for irrigating, applying fertilizer, and applying defoliants and

cotton boll openers. Khuri, Shoup, Peart, and Kilmer integrated a

system simulation and expert system to produce a citrus harvest

operations advisor.

This report documents the development of an expert system

called XLAYER which diagnoses layer management problems and

recommends expert remedial management advice. The XLAYER program

is written using a commercially marketed expert . development and

delivery shell microcomputer program, M.1. 1 The shell program

requires an IBM-PC compatible microcomputer equipped with a

graphics card and a minimum 320K RAM.
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This report

1) describes the problem-solving paradigm employed in the

XLAYER program;

2) identifies the program's data requirements;

3) provides an overview of program execution;

4) documents XLAYER's diagnostic framework and code;

5) illustrates XLAYER's outputs;

6) describes program testing; and

7) discusses XLAYER's limitations.

A demonstration of the XLAYER program is available on MSDOS

5.25 inch diskette for a nominal fee by writing

Ed Schmisseur

Dept. of Agricultural & Resource Economics

Oregon State University

Corvallis, OR 97330-3601

PROBLEM-SOLVING PARADIGM

The practical and empirically verifiable diagnostic rules of

poultry layer management as practiced by Heritage Poultry

Management Systems, a private poultry management consulting firm2,

served as the problem-solving paradigm used in the XLAYER program.

These domain-dependent methods were developed by the consulting

firm and have proven useful during many years of consulting

experience. Collectively these diagnostic rules implicity seek to

maximize layer flock profitability by identifying problems which
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impact production performance, costs, and returns. They utilize

problem-solving techniques and data manipulations which explicity

and rigorously critique these separate but interrelated areas of

layer management.

The general problem-solving approach embodied in the XLAYER

program is relatively straightforward. It attempts confirmation

of all management problems contained in the knowledge base by

matching a list of management problem symptoms with indicators of

substandard flock performance. When a critical number of matches

occur, a management problem is confirmed and a management

recommendation is issued. The search for management problems

begins with the evaluation of production decisions followed by

decisions about egg marketing, and then production costs.

The general problem-solving approach, diagnostic rules, and

search strategy embodied in the XLAYER program were solicited from

the cooperating consultants. A series of interviews with these

specialists

1) identified important management problems impacting layer

flock profitability;

2) dictated the data and the heuristics needed to diagnose

these problems;

3) established the analytical or step-by-step procedure

followed to determine problems; and

4) ascertained what management recommendations would be

issued.

After each interview, new insights about the diagnostic

process were encoded in the XLAYER program and then tested using
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test case data. In subsequent interviews, previously discovered

problem-solving capabilities were added, and the depth of the

program's diagnostic capabilities was increased.

DATA REQUIREMENTS

The XLAYER program was developed to analyze weekly layer

flock performance data generated primarily by a commercially

marketed poultry management microcomputer program available from

Heritage PMS, called Layer Performance. 3 Layer Performance

produces some 119 different data observations utilized by the

XLAYER program. These data are automatically stored by the Layer

Performance program in a file called Record. The major types of

data produced by Layer Performance and utilized by the XLAYER

program are illustrated in Figure 1.

The Layer Performance program produces weekly data on three

major areas of poultry management -- flock performance, financial

performance, and egg gradeout. Both actual and equivalent

performance potentials or standards are produced by the Layer

Performance program. Performance potentials or standards are

based on standards published by commercial genetic companies and

breeder farms. They reflect the different layer strains, age of

birds, molting phase, and environment conditions.

Flock performance data contain information on livability, egg

production, and nutrition. Livability data utilized by the XLAYER

program includes: present flock age in weeks, starting number of

birds, bird mortality, body weight, average house temperature,
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water intake per bird, light hours, static pressure, and average

feather score. Egg production data includes egg shell thickness,

haugh units, eggs produced per hen housed, and egg case weight.

Nutrition data contain feed consumption per hen day, metabolizable

energy, protein, lysine, methionine-cystine, methionine, calcium,

phosphorus, sodium, trytophane, and threonine consumption per hen

day.

Financial performance data reveal feed fed, and mill

delivery, medication, electric, repair, labor, miscellaneous,

building and equipment depreciation and interest, and total

variable costs. Egg gradeout data show the number of dozen graded

by size and grade. Egg price by size and grade class and average

egg blend price also is included.

Other data required by the XLAYER program, but not produced

by Layer Performance, include information on pullet flock history,

layer house equipment, marketing arrangements and egg prices, and

criteria by which flock performance are compared to performance

standards. Pullet history information includes pullet weights,

feed consumption, uniformity and shank index information at 6

and 18 weeks of rearing, and general pullet rearing conditions.

This information is manually entered and permanently stored in a

file called Flock Profile when a pullet flock starts production.

Information about layer house equipment includes the type of

feeding, egg gathering, and manure handling system in the layer

house. These data, also manually entered, are permanently stored

in a file called Housing/Equipment Profile.
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Information about marketing and prices includes egg

selling/processing arrangements, egg prices by egg grade or case

weight, and major feed ingredient prices. These data are

specified in a file called Price Profile. Price information is

manually updated weekly.

Finally, the various criteria by which flock performance are

compared to flock performance standards are contained in a file

called Evaluative Criteria. These criteria were obtained from the

cooperating consulting firm. They are based on experience in

analyzing flock performance records.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The XLAYER program

1) identifies major management problems judged to be

impacting layer flock profitability;

2) calculates associated economic losses attributed to

major management problems; and

3) issues specific management recommendations designed to

eliminate the management problem.

The program's relationship to its data needs and users is

illustrated in Figure 2. Users execute and communicate with the

XLAYER program by interacting with M.1. The M.1 program

automatically calls the XLAYER program and immediately begins the

consultation. During consultation, the XLAYER program

automatically seeks relevant flock performance, performance
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standards, and other pertinent data. Should data not be found,

the natural-language user interface of M.1 queries the user.

Users then must respond. A response of "unknown" is acceptable as

the XLAYER program has the ability to infer management problems

based on other known information.. At each query point, users can

ask the XLAYER program to explain its reasons for the query, and

at the end of the consultation users can query the program to

explain how it arrived at its conclusions.

After the XLAYER program has completed its analysis, a

management report is compiled. This report includes a brief

description of each management problem, its associated economic

loss to provoke management action and facilitate quick partial

budgeting of the decision recommendation, and specific management

recommendations.

PROGRAM CODE AND DIAGNOSTIC FRAMEWORK

The XLAYER program consists of 266 individual production

rules. These rules were written in the "PROLOG" like production

rule language system contained in the expert development and

delivery shell program, M.1. They are reproduced here with a

brief interpretation of their meaning when appropriate.

The program's initial rule:

kb-1:	 initialdata = Eget_record,get_standard,get_flock,
get_house,get_price,criteria,maximum_intensity,
moderate intensity,problem].

specifies the sequence of tasks performed by the program. The

first task is to read data files Record, Standard, Flock, House,
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and Price. These files contain relevant production information

required by the XLAYER program. Then it seeks the various

criteria, either those related to "maximum intensity" or "moderate

intensity," by which flock performance is compared to flock

performance standards. Its final task is to identify all

management problems.

The next set of program rules:

kb-2: if do(loadcache a:record)	 then get_record.
kb-3: if do(loadcache a:standard) then get_standard.
kb-4: if do(loadcache a:flock)	 then get_flock.
kb-5: if do(loadcache a:house) then get_house.
kb-6: if do(loadcache a:price)	 then get_price.

actually loads the data contained in these files into the

computer's dynamic random access memory.

Program rules:

kb-7: noautomaticquestion(maximum_intensity,moderate_
intensity).

kb-8: multivalued(problem).

prevent an automatic question from being generated when one level

of analytical rigor is selected over the other (kb-7) and allow

M.1 to conclude multiple management problems(kb-8).

Actual selection of the analytical rigor employed in the

diagnoses of management problems is accomplished in program rules:

kb-9:

kb-10:

kb-11:

question(criteria) ='At what level of scrunity do
you want the data analyzed?'.

legalvals(criteria) = [maximum_intensity, moderate
intensity].

if criteria = maximum intensity and do(loadcache a:
expert).
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kb-12: if criteria = moderate intensity and do(loadcache
a:jrexpert).

kb-13: if criteria = unknown and do(loadcache a:jrexpert)
then moderate intensity.

Rule kb-9 invokes the first user interaction with the XLAYER

program by issuing the question "What level of scrunity do you

want the data analyzed?" Suggested user responses of "maximum

intensity" and "moderate intensity" are provided in kb-10. The

remaining rules, kb-11; kb-12; kb-13, load the criteria based on

the user response. Should the user be unsure of which criteria to

use and selects "unknown," a response automatically provided by

the M.1 shell, data associated with moderate intensity is loaded

(kb-13).

The order of management problem diagnoses, also called the

program control strategy, is specified next in program rules kb-14

through kb-101. These rules produce the management

recommendations issued by the XLAYER program. Those related to

nutritional recommendations are first. The first of these rules

are:

kb-14: if high_metabolizable_energy
and goal_metabolizable_energy = GMEHD
and display(['Verify suspected high metabolizable
energy level in layer ration. If confirmed
reformulate ration to reduce metabolizable energy
level to',tab(5),(GMEHD),'kcal per hen per day, but
avoid major ration ingredient changes.',n1]) then
problem.

kb-15: if notehighmetabolizable_energy
and goal metabolizable energy = GMEHD
and display(['Note metabolizable energy level in
the ration is greater than the breeder standard
of',tab(5),(GMEHD),'grams per hen day.',nl]) then
problem.
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Although kb-14 and kb-15 have similar syntax, they represent two

different management recommendations about metabolizable energy

supplementation. In kb-14 the management recommendation contained

within the display brackets is issued if the flock has a high

metabolizable energy consumption. This confirmation, discussed in

more detail later, also requires confirmation of either low feed

consumption and low egg production or low feed consumption and

small egg sizes. In kb-15 the management recommendation contained

within display brackets is issued when high metabolizable energy

consumption is confirmed but low feed consumption, low egg

production, and small egg sizes can not be confirmed. This latter

type of production rule, occurring often within the XLAYER

program, serves as a warning flag for managers. It essentially

warns the manager of possible impending management problems. The

syntax statement "and goal_metabolizable_energy_hen day = GMEHD"

contained in both rule kb-14 and kb-15 simply converts a string

variable into a mathematical variable for presentation in the

management recommendation.

Other nutritional recommendations contained in the XLAYER

program in order of specification are:

kb-16: if high_calcium
and goal_calcium_hen_day = GCHD
and display(['Verify suspected high calcium level
in your layer ration. If confirmed reduce the
calcium level to',tab(2),(GCHD),'grams per hen day.
',nil) then problem.

kb-17: if note high_calcium
and goal_calcium_hen_day = GCHD
and display(( i Verify suspected high calcium level
in your layer ration. If confirmed reduce the
calcium level to',tab(2),(GCHD),'grams per hen
day.',nl]) then problem.
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kb-18: if methionine
and display(['Verify suspected methionine imbalance
in the layer ration. Methionine intake should be
within 20 percent of your flock"s potential
intake. If confirmed reformulate the ration''s
protein content and methionine supplementation.',
n1]) then problem.

kb-19: if note methionine
and display(['Note methionine imbalance in the
layer ration. Methonine intake should be within 20
percent of your flock"s potential intake.',n1))
then problem.

kb-20: if methionine_cystine
and display(['Verify suspected methionine-cystine
imbalance in the layer ration. Methionine-cystine
intake should be within 20 percent of your flock"s
potential intake. If confirmed reformulate the
ration"s protein content and methionine-cystine
supplementation.',n1]) then problem.

kb-21: if note methionine_cystine
and display(['Note methionine-cystine imbalance in
the layer ration. Methionine-cystine intake should
be within 20 percent of your flock"s potential
intake.',n1)) then problem.

kb-22: if threonine
and display(['Verify suspected threonine imbalance
in the layer ration. Threonine intake should be
within 20 percent of your flock"s potential
intake. If confirmed reformulate the ration"s
protein content and threonine supplementation.',n11
) then problem.

kb-23: if note threonine
and display(['Note threonine imbalance in the layer
ration. Threonine intake should be within 20
percent of your flock"s potential intake.',n1))
then problem.

kb-24: if trytophane
and display(['Verify suspected trytophane imbalance
in the layer ration. Trytophane intake should be
within 20 percent of your flock"s potential
intake. If confirmed reformulate the ration"s
protein content and trytophane supplementation.',nl
1) then problem.
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kb-25: if note_trytophane
and display(['Note trytophane imbalance in the
layer ration. Trytophane intake should be within
20 percent of your flock"s potential intake.',n1])
then problem.

kb-26: if lysine
and display(['Verify suspected lysine imbalance in
the layer ration. Lysine intake should be within
20 percent of your flock"s potential intake. If
confirmed reformulate the ration"s protein content
and lysine supplementation.',n1]) then problem.

kb-27: if note_lysine
and display(['Note lysine imbalance in the layer
ration. Lysine intake should be within 20 percent
of your flock"s potential intake.',n1]) then
problem.

kb-28: if low sodium
and goal sodium hen day = GSHD
and display(['Verify suspected low sodium level in
the layer ration. If confirmed increase the sodium
level to',tab(2),(GSHD),'grams per hen day.',n1])
then problem.

kb-29: if note low sodium
and display(['Note low sodium intake per hen day
but no significant impact on egg production is
evident.',nl]) then problem.

kb-30: if high_sodium
and goal_sodiumhen_day = GSHD
and display(['Verify suspected high sodium level in
the layer ration. If confirmed decrease the sodium
level to',tab(2),(GSHD),'grams per hen day.',n1])
then problem.

kb-31: if note high_sodium
and display(['Note high sodium intake per hen day,
but no significant impact on egg production is
evident.',n1]) then problem.

kb-32: if change_grain
and display(['A major change in the grain ration is
suspected to be causing low egg production.
Reformulate your ration and phase in new grains
gradually, even if the cost per pound is higher.
Gradually move to the lower cost grain substitute.'
,nl]) then problem.
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kb-33: if change_protein
and display(['A major change in the protein portion
of the ration is suspected to be causing low egg
production. Reformulate your ration and phase in
new protein sources gradually, even if the cost per
pound of protein is higher. 	 Gradually move to the
lower cost protein substitute.',n1]) then problem.

kb-34: if change_fat
and display(['A major change in the fat portion of
the ration is suspected to be causing low egg
production. Reformulate your ration and phase in
new fat sources gradually, even if the cost per
pound of fat is higher. Gradually move to the
lower cost fat substitute.',n1]) then problem.

kb-35: if high_moisture_corn
and display(['Feeding high moisture corn is
suspected to be affecting feed consumption and low
egg production. Reformulate your ration reflecting
more adequately the moisture content of your high
moisture corn to insure the recommended protein
intake for your flock.',n11) then problem.

kb-36: if off odors
and display(['Moldy or off-odor feeds are suspected
to be affecting feed consumption and egg
production. Identify the possible source of moldy
or off-odor feed and reformulate the ration with
clean, palatable ingredients. Feed bins and
feeding equipment should be carefully inspected and
cleaned as necessary as they maybe causing
palatability problems.',n1]) then problem.

kb-37: if mixing_error
and display(['A feed mixing error is suspected to
be affecting feed consumption and egg production.
Reformulate the layer ration and use recommended
vitamin and trace mineral premix.',n1]) then
problem.

kb-38: if poor water
and display(['Poor well water quality is suspected.
Obtain well water profile to validate water
quality. Treat the water according to the results
of the water profile test.',nl]) then problem.

kb-39: if high_temperature
and display(['Layer house temperature is exceeding
82 degrees F. Use artificial cooling systems in
regions where hot weather is expected to continue.
If layer house has no cooling system, use partial
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budgeting techniques to evaluate the economic
impact of alternative cooling systems such as
evaporative cooling pads, roof sprinklers, high
pressure misting and other such cooling devices.',
n1]) then problem.

kb-40: if note_high temperature
and display(T'Note layer house temperature is
exceeding 82 degrees F., but egg production is not
being significantly impacted.',n1]) then problem.

kb-41: if high_phosphorus-
and display(['Verify suspected high phosphorus
intake due to high water consumption.',nl]) then
problem.

kb-42: if note_high phosphorus
and display(T'Note high phosphorus intake possibly
due to high water consumption yet egg production is
not being impacted.',nl]) then problem.

kb-43: if note_high_water_intake
and display(['Note high-water intake is being
detected yet egg production is not being
impacted.',n1]) then problem.

kb-44: if low protein
- and potential_protein hen_day = PPHD
and display(['Verify suspected low protein level in
the layer ration and if confirmed increase protein
level to',tab(5),(PPHD),'grams per hen day.',n1])
then problem.

kb-45: if low methionine
and goal methioninehenday = GMHD
and dispray(PVerify a suspected low methionine
level in the layer ration and if confirmed increase
methionine supplementation to achieve',tab(4),
(GMHD),'grams of consumption per hen day.',n1])
then problem.

kb-46: if low_water intake
and display(T'Verify low water consumption. Check
watering systems to make sure layers are receiving
adequate, fresh, clean water.',nl]) then problem.

kb-47: if mycotoxins
and display(['Afla-toxins and mycotoxins are
suspected. Have feed tested for afla-toxins and
mycotoxins. If suspect their presence, feed higher
levels of fat soluble vitamins, protein, and
fat.',nl]) then problem.
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kb-48: if low_calcium
and display(['Low calcium intake is suspected to be
causing poor egg shell quality. Test feed to
verify a low calcium level and if confirmed
increase calcium intake to a minimum of 3.5 grams
per hen per day.',n11) then problem.

kb-49: if phosphorus
and goal_phosphorus_hen_day = GPHD
and display(['Low phosphorus intake is suspected of
causing poor egg shell quality. Test feed to
verify phosphorous content and if low increase
phosphorus intake supply',tab(4),(GPHD),'grams per
hen day.',n11) then problem.

kb-50: if poor_mineral_absorption
and display(['Poor calcium and mineral absorption
is suspected. Add two pounds of copper sulphate
per ton of feed for one week. Also test the
quality of water supplied to your flock.',n1]) then
problem.

kb-51: if feed toxins
and display(['Commonly occurring feed toxins are
suspected to be adversely affecting egg shell
quality. Check if feed additives or medications
are added in the correct amounts. Correct any
errors in use of feed additives or medications.',nl
1) then problem.

kb-52: if off taste
and display(['If feeding fish meal, reduce the
amount of fish meal to a maximum of 5 percent of
the layer ration.',n1]) then problem.

kb-53: if discolor_yolk
and display(['Reformulate layer ration to remove
alfalfa meal or reduce percentage to eliminate yolk
discoloration problem.',n1]) then problem.

kb-54: if vlow_metabolizable_anergy
and goal_metabolizable_anergy_hen_day = GMHD
and display(['Verify suspected very low
metabolizable energy level in the layer ration. If
confirmed reformulate the ration to increase the
metabolizable energy to',tab(4),(GMHD),'kcal per
hen day. Avoid major ration changes, however.',n1]

then problem.
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Production rules providing management recommendations about

mechanical equipment including egg handling and candling are

specified next. They include:

kb-55: if break leaks
and display(['Verify suspected water line leaks or
actual breaks are causing high water intake. If
confirmed consider correcting these problems!',n1])
then problem.

kb-56: if poor_lighting
and display(['Increase lighting in your layer house
to a minimum of 15 hours of actual light per
day.',n1]) then problem.

kb-57: if note_poor_lighting
and display(['Note lighting in the layer house is
less than 15 hours of actual light per day, but no
evidence of a reduction in egg production is
evident.',n1]) then problem.

kb-58: if bad beaks
and display(['Increase depth of feed in your
feeders to compensate for improperly debeaked
hens.',nl]) then problem.

kb-59: if feeder design
and feed_hen_day = FHD
and display (['Adjust your feeding system or change
feed system design so daily feed intake
is',tab(5),(FHD),'per 100 hens per day.',nl]) then
problem.

kb-60: if equipment_damage
and display(['Egg handling equipment is suspected
to be damaging eggs. Check all egg handling
equipment by sample candling eggs before and
immediately after each egg transfer operation.',nl]
) then problem.

kb-61: if candling_error
and display(['Verify suspected candling errors. If
confirmed train all new and and inexperienced
candlers to correctly identify grade standards.',nl
]) then problem.

kb-62: if handling_time
and display(['Eggs need to be gathered more often.
Reduce the interval of time between gatherings and
place the eggs in a cooler (50 degrees F) as soon
as possible.',n1]) then problem.
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kb-63: if high_cooler_temperature
and display(['Verify suspected high cooler setting.
Keep egg cooler temperature below 55 degrees
F.',nl]) then problem.

kb-64: if wastage
and display(['Verify suspected feed wastage. Check
hand feeding procedures to eliminate feed wastage.
This may require more frequent, but smaller
proportion, feedings or a redesign of feed troughs.
Also inspect for broken feeders and repair those
that are broken.',n1]) then problem.

Environmental condition recommendation rules are:

kb-65: if overcrowding
and display(['Re-duce overcrowding so that each hen
has an area of 54 square inches.', n1]) then
problem.

kb-66: if poor_ventilation
and display(['Inadequate ventilation is suspected.
Provide adequate ventilation to maintain a static
pressure between -0.05 and +0.08 inches.',nl]) then
problem.

kb-67: if poor environment
and display(['A poor production environment is
suspected. Correct excessive lighting or any other
observed environmental stress that contributes to
high stress levels in the layer house.',nl]) then
problem.

kb-68: if poor_pit_management
and display(['High ammonia levels possibly coming
from your deep manure pit is suspected. Make sure
there is adequate ventilation to remove ammonia
originating from the deep pit. Be sure and clean
pits on schedule.',n1]) then problem.

kb-69: if double_yolks
and display(['Also reduce light leakage around all
fans and air inlets.',nl]) then problem.

kb-70: if fright
and display(['Erratic noises are suspected to be
affecting production. Identify and correct sources
of this fright such as frequent noises, erratic
management practices, and other sudden changes in
the layer house environment.',nl]) then problem.
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kb-71: if low temperature
and display(['Low house temperatures are suspected
to be adversely impacting feed consumption. If
periods of cold weather are frequent, evaluate the
economics of insulating, remodeling, or building
new housing. Use partial budgeting techniques to
help analyze the investment decision.',n11) then
problem.

kb-72: if note_low temperature
and display(['Low house temperatures are being
experienced. Production, however, is not yet being
impacted.',nl]) then problem.

Production rules about diseases and parasites are specified

next. They are:

kb-73: if internal_parasites
and display(['Verify the presence of suspected
internal parasites. Then treat for those confirmed
to be present.',n1]) then problem.

kb-74: if external_parasites
and display(['Verify the presence of suspected
external parasites. Then treat those confirmed to
be present.',n1]) then problem.

kb-75: if infectious diseases
and display(['Verify and treat flock for infectious
choriza, fowl cholera, or MG diseases identified in
current production period.',nl]) then problem.

kb-76: if past_diseases
and display(['Confirmation this layer flock has
experienced diseases in the past explains low
production experienced in the current production
period. Unfortunately, no management actions will
compensate for these type of production effects.',n
1]) then problem.

kb-77: if respiratory_diseases
and display(['Respiratory diseases are suspected.
To confirm take representative blood samples for
bronchitis titer evaluation. Take first sample at
onset of respiratory disease symptoms and a second
sample for testing two weeks later. Then treat
flock for identified respiratory diseases.',n1])
then problem.
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Simple management recommendations about molting and pullet

quality management are specified next.

kb-78: if poor molting
and display(['Poor molting practices or schedule is
suspected.',n1]) then problem.

kb-79: if poor_pullet_quality
and display(['Poor pullet quality is suspected.
Project egg sales for this flock and compare
expected variable costs of keeping this flock in
production. Use partial budgeting techniques to
make this analysis. If projected egg sales are
less than variable production costs, replace this
flock with properly reared pullets, unless, flock
replacement will impact your marketing
program.',nl]) then problem.

kb-80: If high_cannabolism
and display(['eheck beaks for improper debeaking.
Also reduce foot candle lighting at the bottom of
feeders to one-half foot candle.',nl]) then
problem.

Management advice concerning both egg and feed theft are

included in:

kb-81: if theft
and display(['Check egg sales receipts against egg
inventory records to confirm your suspicion of egg
theft. Use great discretion to verify theft
particularly if an employee is suspected.
Professional help might prove most useful to catch
the thief and to determine necessary remedial
actions.',nl]) then problem.

kb-82: if feed theft
and display(['Verify suspected feed theft. Use
great discretion to verify theft particularly if an
employee is suspected. Professional help might be
required to catch the thief and to determine
necessary action.',n1]) then problem.

Marketing advice is presented in the next set of production

rules.
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kb-83: if poor_class_weight_contract then problem.

kb-84: if poor_marketing_practices then problem.

kb-85: if poor_grade_yield then problem.

kb-86: if poor_grade_yield
or poor_marketing_practices
or poor class_weight_contract
or poor_shell_quality
or poor_interior_quality
or small_egg_sizes
and average blend_price = ABP
and potentfil blend_price = PBP
and ABP < PBP—
and dozen_graded = DG
and (PBP - ABP) * DG = LOWBLEND
and display(['Economic loss attributed to low blend
prices is approximately:',tab(4),$(LOWBLEND),'per
week.',nl]) then problem.

Rules kb-83 through kb-86 are directly related. Rule kb-86

issues the economic loss message if either a poor class weight

contract(kb-83), poor marketing practices (kb-84), or poor grade

yield (kb-85) are confirmed and the average egg blend price

received is less than the potential egg blend price. The economic

loss is then calculated based on the difference between the

average egg blend price received and the potential blend price

times the number of dozen eggs graded. This loss, "LOWBLEND," is

mathematically presented in the display message.

Other general management recommendations follow egg marketing

rules.

kb-87: if heavy_birds
and display(['Layers are too heavy. Reduce feed
levels by restricted feeding or other possible
management options.',nl]) then problem.

kb-88: if low density
and display(['Suspected low bird density is causing
high feed consumption. Maintain a minimum bird
density of 54 square inches per hen.',n1]) then
problem.
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kb-89: if feather loss
and display(['Suspected feather loss is causing
high feed consumption. No known management action
can correct this situation.',n1]) then problem.

Cost of production, both variable and fixed, management

messages are specified at the end of XLAYER's control strategy.

kb-90: if high_interest_depreciation
and display(['Interest and depreciation costs
exceed standards. Evaluate alternatives for debt
restructuring if your debt load is high.',n1]) then
problem.

kb-91: if high_repair
and display(['Repair costs exceed standards. Check
management practices for routine servicing of all
mechanical equipment. If repair and maintenance is
consistently high, use partial budgeting techniques
to evaluate the economics of replacing old or
poorly functioning equipment and buildings.',n1])
then problem.

kb-92: if high_fixed_costs then problem.

kb-93: if high_complete_feed_cost
and display(['Complete feed costs appear to be too
high. Evaluate alternative sources of complete
feed.',n1]) then problem.

kb-94: if high_corn_cost
and display(['Your corn costs appear to be too
high. Evaluate alternative sources of corn or corn
feed substitutes.',n1]) then problem.

kb-95: if high_soybean_costs
and display(['Your soybean meal costs appear to be
too high. Evaluate alternative sources of soybean
meal or protein substitutes.',nl]) then problem.

kb-96: if medication costs
and display(['Medication costs appear to be too
high. Seek professional help to develop a more
economical but good disease prevention
program.',n1]) then problem.
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kb-97: if energy_cost
and display(['Energy costs appear to be too high.
Seek professional help to reduce energy costs and
evaluate alternative housing and lighting options
with partial budgeting techniques.',nl]) then
problem.

kb-98: if miscellaneous cost
and display(['Miscellaneous costs appear to be too
high. Check office practices and routines and
other activity costs which affect miscellaneous
costs then try to pair these costs down.',nl]) then
problem.

kb-99: if labor rate
and display(['Your labor wage rate appears to be
too high. Use industry standards in your area as a
guide for establishing competitive labor wage
rates.',nl]) then problem.

kb-100: if labor hours
and display(['Labor hours appear to be too high.
Evaluate labor skills and productivity to identify
labor reduction opportunities.',nl]) then problem.

kb-101: if totalvariable_costs = TVC
and goal__total_variable_costs = GTVC
and critical total_ variable costs = CTVC
and TVC > GTVC * CTVC
andand TVC > GTVC
and TVC - GTVC = VARLOSS
and display(PEconomic loss attributed to high
variable costs are approximately',tab(4),$(VARLOSS)
,'per week. Evaluate expenditures for feed,
medication, energy, and miscellaneous costs.',n1])
then problem.

The last management message (kb-101) is advanced when total

variable costs exceed a total variable cost goal inflated by the

coefficient of tolerance for variable production costs (critical_

total variable costs). When total variable costs exceed the goal

established for total variable costs, the difference, "VARLOSS,"

is calculated and displayed in the management message.

The remaining XLAYER program code contains the diagnostic

rules, also called heuristics or rules of thumb, which are
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employed to confirm management problems. Their order of

occurrence within the code has no significance since the program's

control structure has been already specified. These rules and

when appropriate an explanation follows:

kb-102: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and metabolizableenergy_hen_day = MEHD
and goalmetabolizableenergy_hen_day = GMEHD
and critical_metabolizable_energy_hen_day = CMEHD
and MEHD > GMEHD * CMEHD
then highmetabolizable_energy.

Rule kb-102 confirms a high metabolizable energy consumption

when either low feed consumption and low production or low feed

consumption and small egg sizes is coupled with a fed

metabolizable energy that is greater than a standard inflated by a

coefficient of tolerance for metabolizable energy.

kb-103: if feed_hen_day = FHD
and goal_feed_hen_day = GFHD
and critical_feed_hen_day = CFHD
and FHD < GFHD * CFHD then low feed_ consumption.

Rule kb-103 confirms low feed consumption when feed

consumption per hen day is less than the standard for feed

consumption per hen day adjusted downward by coefficient of

tolerance for feed consumption.

kb-104: if eggs_hen_house = EHH
and goal_eggs_hen_house = GEHH
and critical_eggs_hen_house = CEHH
and EHH < GEHH * CEHH
and average_blend_price = ABP
and start_number_hens = SNH
and (((GEHH - EHH) * SNH)/12 * ABP = PRODL
and display(PEconomic losses attributed to low
production are:'tab(6),$(PRODL),n1]) then low
production.
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Rule kb-104 confirms low egg production when eggs per hen

housed are less than the standard for egg production per hen

housed adjusted downward by a tolerance level for egg production.

The calculated economic loss is the difference between standard

and actual production multiplied by the number of hens at the

beginning of the production period converted to dozens of eggs by

dividing by 12 and multiplying by the average blend price received

per dozen eggs.

kb-105:	 if low feed consumption
and low_production is unknown
and small egg_sizes is unknown
and metabolizable energy_hen_day = MEHD
and goal metabolizable energy_hen_day = GMEHD
and critTcal metaboliiible energy_hen_day = CMEHD
and MEHD > GMEHD * CMEHD –
then note_ high_metabolizable energy.

In rule kb-105, high metabolizable energy is noted even

though low egg production or small egg sizes can not be confirmed,

yet low feed consumption is evident and metabolizable energy fed

per hen day is greater then the standard for fed metabolizable

energy adjusted upward by a coefficient of tolerance.

kb-106	 if (low_feed_consumption and low_production)
or (low_feed consumption and small_egg_sizes)
and calcium Wen day = CHD
and goal carciuW hen day = GCHD
and critical_ calcium_ 	 day = CCHD
and CHD > GCHD * CCHD –
or (high_water intake and calcium_hen_day = CHD
and goal_calcia_hen_day = GCHD
and critical_ calcium_  with high water intake =
CCWHWI
and CHD > GCHD * CCWHWI) then high_calcium.

This rule confirms high calcium intake when either low feed

consumption and low egg production, low feed consumption and small

egg sizes, or high water intake is confirmed and as fed calcium
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per hen day is greater than the fed calcium standard adjusted

upward by a coefficient of tolerance for calcium consumption.

Note, the coefficient of tolerance for calcium consumption is

different when the flock's water intake is high.

kb-107: if (low feed_ consumption and low_production is
unknown
and small egg_sizes is unknown
and calcia_hen_day = CHD and goal_calcium_hen_day
= GCHD
and critical_calcium_hen_day = CCHD
and CHD > GCHD * CCHD)
or (note_highwater_intake and calcium_hen_day =
CHD
and goal_calcium_hen_day = GCHD
and critical_ calcium with high_water intake =
CCWHWI
and CHD > GCHD * CCWHWI) then note_high_calcium.

This rule is similar to kb-106 except low feed consumption,

low egg production, and small egg sizes is not a precondition to

high calcium intake.

The next two groups of production rules all relate to amino

acid supplementation. They are presented in groupings since their

intrepretation is similar. The first group of production rules

relate to amino acid supplementation of methionine, methionine-

cystine, threonine, and trytophane.

kb-108: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes is unknown)
and methionine hen_day = MHD
and goal_methialine hen_day = GMHD
and upper_wide_bounas_amino_acids = UWA
and lower_ wide_ bounds amino acids = DWA
and MHD >GMHD* UWA –
or MHD < GMHD *DWA)
or (small_egg_sizes
and methionine hen_day = MHD
and goalmethialine hen_day = GMHD
and upper_moderatej3ounds_amino_acids = UMA
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and lower_ moderate_ bounds amino_ acids = DMA
and MHD >GMHD * UMA
oror MHD < GMHD * DMA)
then methionine.

kb-109: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or(low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and methionine_cystine_hen_day = MCHD
and goal_methionine_cystine_hen_day = GMCHD
and upper_wide_bounds_amino_acids = UWA
and lower wide bounds amino acids = DWA
and MCHD 7 GMCHD * UWAK
or MCHD < GMCHD *DWA)
or (small_egg_sizes
and methionine_cystinehen_day = MCHD
and goal_methionine_cystine_hen_day = GMCHD
and upper_moderate_bounds_amino_acids = UMA
and lower_moderate_bounds_amino acids = DMA
and MCHD > GMCHD * UMA
or MCHD < GMCHD * DMA)
then methionine_cystine.

kb-110: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and threonine_hen_day = THD
and goal_threonine_hen_day = GTHD
and upper wide bounds amino acids = UWA.	 .	 .
and lower_ wide bounds amino acids = DWA
and THD >GTHD UWA–*	 –
or THD < GTHD *DWA)
or (small_egg_sizes
and threonine_hen_day = THD
and goal_threonine_hen_day = GTHD
and upper_moderate_bounds_amino_acids = UMA
and lower moderate bounds amino acids = DMA
and THD >–GTHD * URA
or THD < GTHD * DMA)
then threonine.

kb-111: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and trytophane_hen_day = TRHD
and goal_trytophane_henday = GTRHD
and upper_wide_bound_amino_acid = UWA
and lower wide bound_ amino acid = DWA
and TRHD 5 GTRHD * UWA
or TRHD < GTRHD * DWA)
or (small_egg_sizes
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and trytophane_hen_day = TRHD
and goal_trytophane_hen_day = GTRHD
and upper_moderate_bound_amino_acid = UMA
and lower moderate bound amino acid = DMA
and TRHD GTRHD *–UMA –
or TRHD < GTRHD * DMA)
then trytophane.

kb-112: if ((low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
-and small_egg_sizes
and lysine_hen_day = LHD
and goal_lysine_hen_day = GLHD
and upper_wide_bound_amino_acid = UWA
and lower_ wide_ bound amino acid = DWA
and LHD >GLHD* UWA–
or LHD < GLHD * DWA)
or (small_egg_sizes
and lysine_hen_day = LHD
and goal_lysine_hen_day = GLHD
and upper_moderate_bound_amino_acid = UMA
and lower_ moderate_ bound amino acid = DMA
and LHD >GLHD * UA
or LHD < GLHD * DMA)
then lysine.

Each of these rules confirm a separate amino acid imbalance.

Preconditions include low feed consumption, low production, and an

amino acid level exceeding either an upper or lower bound, or

small eggs without either low feed consumption, low production, or

an amino acid level exceeding either a narrower upper or lower

bound.

Production rules noting a potential amino acid imbalance

problem with methionine, methionine-cystine, threonine, and

trytophane are:

kb-113: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production is unknown
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and methionine_henday = MHD
and goalmethioninehenday = GMHD
and upper_wide_bound_amino_acid = UWA
and lower_ wide bound amino acid = DWA
and MHD >GMHD–* UWA–
or MHD < GMHD * DWA)
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or (small egg_sizes is unknown
and methi-Onine hen day = MHD
and goal_methi-Onine" hen day = GMHD
and upper_moderate_Tounilamino_acid = UMA
and lower_ moderate_ bound amino_ acid = DMA
and MHD ›GMHD * UMA
oror MHD < GMHD * DMA
then note methionine.

kb-114:	 if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production is unknown
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and methionine_cystine_hen_day = MCHD
and goal_methionine_cystine_hen_day = GMCHD
and upper_wide_bound_amino_acid = UWA
and lower wide bound_ amino_ acid = DWA
and MCHD 7 GMCHD * UA
or MCHC < GMCHD * DWA)
or (small_egg_sizes is unknown
and methionine_cystine_hen_day = MCHD
and goal_methionine_cystine_hen_day = GMCHD
and upper_moderate_bound_amino_acid = UMA
and lower, moderate_ bound amino_ acid = DMA
and MCHD 7 GMCHD *UMA -
or MCHD < GMCHD * DMA)
then note methionine_cystine.

kb-114: if (low feed consumption
and low_production is unknown
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and threonine hen day = THD
and goal_thre-Onine" hen day = GTHD
and upper wide bourid aWino acid = UWA
and lower-wide-bound-amino-acid = DWA
and THD >-GTHD-* UWA-
or THD < GTHD * DWA)
or (small egg_sizes is unknown
and threonine hen day = THD
and goal thre -Jninehen day = GTHD
and uppeT_moderate_bourid_amino_acid = UMA
and lower_ moderate_ bound amino acid = DMA
and THD >GTHD * UMA
oror THD < GTHD * DMA
then note threonine.

kb-115: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production is unknown
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and trytophane_hen day = TRHD
and goal_trytophane- henday = GTRHD
and upper_wide_bounTf_amino_acid = UWA
and lower wide bound amino acid = DWA
and TRHD 7 GTRHD * UWA
or TRHD < GTRHD * DWA)
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or (lowfeed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and trytophane_hen_day = TRH
and goaltrytophanehenday = GTRHD
and upper_moderate_bound_amino_acid = UMA
and lower moderate bound amino acid = DMA
and TRH >-GTRHD * UMA -
or TRH < GTRHD * DMA)
then note trytophane.

kb-116:	 if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production is unknown
and smallegg_sizes is unknown
and lysine_hen_day = LHD
and goal_lysine_hen_day = GLHD
and upper_wide_bound_amino_acid = UWA
and lower_ wide bound_ acid = DWA
and LHD >GLHD* UWA-
or LHD < GLHD * DWA)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and lysine_hen_day = LHD
and goal_lysine hen day = GLHD
and upper

moderate_
moderate_bound_amino_acid = UMA

and lower_ 	 bound amino_ acid = DMA
and LHD >GLHD * UA
or LHD < GLHD * DMA)
then note_lysine.

This grouping of production rules also evaluates amino acid

imbalances. When confirmed, they issue warnings to carefully

monitor egg production, and egg size since these production items

are not yet being affected by the amino acid imbalance.

Production rules relating to sodium supplementation include:

kb-117	 if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and sodium_hen_day = SHD
and minimum_ sodium_  hen day = MSHD
and SHD < MSHD
then low sodium.
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kb-118: if (low_feed_consumption
and low production is unknown
and sodium_hen_day = SHD
and minimum_ sodium hen_ day = MSHD
and SHD < MSHD
thenthen note low sodium.

kb-119: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and sodium_hen_day = SHD
and maximum_sodium_hen_day = MASHD
and SHD > MASHD)
or (high_water_intake
and sodium_hen_day = SHD
and maximum sodium with_high_water intake = MSHWI
and SHD > MSHWI)
then high_sodium.

kb-120: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production is unknown
and small_egg_sizes is -unknown
and sodium hen day = SHD
and maximum soaium hen_day = MASHD
and SHD > MASHD) —
or (note_high_water_intake .
and sodium_hen day = SHD
and maximum soaium with_high_water intake = MSHWI
and SHD > MSHWI) —
then note_high_sodium.

Production rule kb-117 confirms low sodium supplementation

when the sodium consumption is less than a minimum and either low

feed consumption and low production or low feed consumption and

small egg sizes is evident. Rule kb-118 only notes sodium

consumption when no direct production impacts are evident.

High sodium supplementation is confirmed in rule kb-119.

This requires confirmation of low feed consumption and low egg

production or low feed consumption and small egg sizes and sodium

consumption greater than a maximum standard. It also confirms

high sodium supplementation when high water intake is coupled with

high sodium consumption. The final sodium-related production rule
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(kb-120) notes high sodium intake based on low feed consumption or

high water intake. When low feed consumption is evident, egg

production and egg size can not be affected.

Production rules relating to ration formulation

problems include:

kb-121: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and grain_change = yes
then change_grain.

kb-122: if (low_feedconsumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and protein_change
then change_protein.

kb-123: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed_consumption
and small egg_sizes)
and fat_pliange
then change_fat.

kb-124: question(grainchange) =
'Have you significantly changed the type of grain
used in your ration?'.

kb-125: question(proteinchange) =
'Have you significantly changed the type of
protein used in your ration?'.

kb-126: question(fat_change) =
'Have you significantly changed the type of fat
used in your ration?'.

kb-127: legalvals(grain_change) = [yes,no].

kb-128: legalvals(protein_change) = [yes,no].

kb-129: legalvals(fat_change) = [yes,no].

A major change in the grain, protein, and fat contents of the

ration are confirmed in production rules kb-121 through kb-123.
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Preconditions are low feed consumption and low egg production or

low feed consumption and small egg sizes and a significant change

in the rations grain, protein, or fat sources. Users are

automatically queried about possible changes in the composition of

the ration. Rules kb-124, kb-125, and kb-126 issue prespecified

questions while rules kb-127, kb-128, and kb-129 provide

acceptable answers and error checking capability.

kb-130: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and high_metabolizable_energy is unknown
and high_calcium is unknown
and methionine is unknown
and methionine_cystine is unknown
and threonine is unknown
and trytophane is unknown
and lysine is unknown
and low sodium is unknown
and high_sodium is unknown
and change_grain is unknown
and change_protein is unknown
and change_fat is unknown
and corn moisture = yes
then high_moisture_corn.

kb-131: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and high metabolizable energy is unknown
and high calcium is unknown
and methionine is unknown
and methionine_cystine is unknown
and threonine is unknown
and trytophane is unknown
and lysine is unknown
and low sodium is unknown
and high_sodium is unknown
and change_grain is unknown
and change_protein is unknown
and change_fat is unknown
and high moisture_corn is unknown
and smell_moldy = yes
then off odors.
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kb-132: if (low_feed consumption
and low_production)
or (lowfeed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and high metabolizable energy is unknown
and high_calcium is unknown
and methionine is unknown
and methionine_cystine is unknown
and threonine is unknown
and trytophane is unknown
and lysine is unknown
and low_sodium is unknown
and high_sodium is unknown
and change_grain is unknown
and change_protein is unknown
and change_fat is unknown
and high_moisture_corn is unknown
and off_odors is unknown
and well_water = yes
and been tested = no
then poor_water.

kb-133: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and high metabolizable energy is unknown
and high calcium is unknown
and methionine is unknown
and methionine_cystine is unknown
and threonine is unknown
and trytophane is unknown
and lysine is unknown
and low_sodium is unknown
and high_sodium is unknown
and change_grain is unknown
and change_protein is unknown
and change_fat is unknown
and high_moisture_corn is unknown
and off_odors is unknown
and poor water is unknown)
or (poor_shell_quality
and equipment_damage is unknown
and high_temperature is unknown
and respiratory_diseases is unknown
and feed_toxins is unknown
and low calcium is unknown
and phosphorous is unknown
and poor_mineral_absorption is unknown
and add_vitamin_premix = no)
then mixing error.
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kb-134: question(cornmoisture) =i'Is the corn in layer ration greater than 12
percent moisture?'.

kb-135: question(moldy) =
'Does the layer ration before your hens smell moldy
or are there other off odors?'.

kb-136: question(well_water)
'Is your flock receiving drinking water from a
private well?'.

kb-137: question(been tested) =
'Has the water source been tested within the past
year?'.

kb-138: question(add_vitamin_premix) =
'Did you add adequate vitamin and trace mineral
premix?'.

kb-139: legalvals(corn_moisture) = [yes,no].

kb-140: legalvals(moldy) = [yes,no].

kb-141: legalvals(well_water) = [yes,no].

kb-142: legalvals(been_tested) = [yes,no].

kb-143: legalvals(add vitamin_premix) = [yes,no].

Production rules kb-130 through kb-133 represent "fall-back"

diagnostics. When no other nutritional causes can be found for

either low feed consumption and low egg production or low feed

consumption and small eggs, these production rules are evaluated.

Rule kb-130 considers the possibility that high-moisture

corn, if used in the layer ration, caused the production problem.

Rule kb-130 causes the user interaction contained in kb-134. If

high-moisture corn is not a part of the layer ration, kb-131

considers the possibility that moldy feed is a problem. Rule kb-

131 invokes the prespecified question relating to moldy feed

odors. When neither high-moisture corn or moldy feed is the

problem, kb-132 seeks to determine if water quality might be the
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causative factor. In seeking this determination, questions

relating to water source and the testing of that source are raised

in kb-136 and kb-137.

Finally, if neither high moisture corn, off-odors, or poor

water quality is a factor, the possibility of a feed mixing error

is investigated (kb-133). Preconditions for a feed mixing problem

are poor egg shell quality not caused by egg handling equipment

and the absence of high environmental temperatures, respiratory

diseases, feed toxins, low calcium, phosphorus imbalance, poor

mineral absorption, and inadequate incorporation of a vitamin and

trace mineral premix in the layer ration. To ascertain this

latter precondition, the question contained in kb-138 is issued.

Production rules kb-139 to kb-143 contain acceptable answers to

the questions contained in kb-134 to kb-138.

kb-144: if ((low feed consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and average_temperature = AT
and recommend temperature = RT
and AT > RT –
or (low_production
and average_temperature = AT
and maximum temperature = MT
and AT > MT–
or (poor_shell_quality
and average temperature = AT
and critical_ maximum temperature = CMT
and AT > CMT–
then high_temperature.

kb-145: if low_feed consumption
and low_production is unknown
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and average_temperature = AT
and recommend temperature = RT
and AT > RT –
then note_ high temperature.
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High layer-house temperatures causing either low feed

consumption and low egg production or low feed consumption and

small eggs is diagnosed in kb-144. When only egg production or

shell quality is affected, the average house temperature must

exceed the maximum recommended house temperature or the critical

maximum recommended house temperature. A management warning about

high layer-house temperature is issued when kb-145 is confirmed.

Preconditions for this confirmation include low feed consumption,

the absence of production and egg size problems, and an average

house temperature exceeding the recommended house temperature.

kb 146	 if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and water_intake = WI
and goalwater_intake = GWI
and critical_water_intake = CWI
and WI > GWI * CWI
then high_water_intake.

kb-147:	 if low_feed_consumption
and low_production is unknown
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and water_intake = WI
and goalwater_intake = GWI
and critical_water_intake = CWI
and WI > GWI * CWI
then note high_water intake.

High water intake is evaluated in kb-146 and kb-147.

Preconditions are low feed consumption and low production or low

feed consumption and small eggs plus water intake exceeding a

consumption standard adjusted upward by a coefficient of

tolerance. Should neither egg production nor egg size be
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affected, yet low feed consumption and high water intake exists,

high water intake is noted.

kb-148: if high_water_intake
and phosphorus_hen_day = PHD
and goal_phosphorus_hen_day = GPHD
and critical phosphorus hen day = CPHD
and PHD > GPHD * CPHD
then high_phosphorus.

kb-149: if note_high_water intake
and phosphorus hen day= PHD
and goal_phospFloru hen_day = GPHD
and critical_phospb3rus_hen_day = CPHD
and PHD > GPHD * CPHD
then note_high_phosphorus.

Kb-148 confirms high phosphorus intake when high water intake

is evident and phosphorus intake is greater than a standard

inflated by a tolerance factor. High phosphorus intake is. noted

(kb-149) only when high water intake is noted (see kb-147) and

phosphorus intake exceeds a standard inflated by a coefficient of

tolerance.

kb-150: if low_feed_consumption
and water intake = WI
and goal_water_intake = GWI
and extremewater_intake = EWI
WI > GWI * EWI
then breaks leaks.

Production rule kb-150 diagnoses breaks or major leaks in

water lines. Preconditions include low feed consumption and water

intake greatly exceeding a water consumption standard.

kb-151: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_eggsizes)
and light = L
and recommended_ light = RL
and L < RL
then poor_lighting.
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kb-152: if low feed consumption
and lo7;_proauction is unknown
and small_egg_sizes is unknown
and light = L
and recommended_light = RL
and L < RL
then note_poor_lighting.

Poor layer-house lighting is evaluated in kb-151.

Preconditions include light hours less than the recommended hours

and low feed consumption and low egg production or low feed

consumption and small egg size. Should production and egg size be

unaffected, poor lighting (kb-152) is noted.

kb-153: if high_stress
or (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed consumption
and small egg_sizes)
and area Tien = AH
and recommended_  area hen = RAH
and AH < RAH
then overcrowding.

Cage overcrowding is assessed in kb-153. Preconditions

include either high hen stress, low feed consumption and low

production, or low feed consumption and small eggs and hen density

less than recommended.

kb-154: if parasites
and blood droppings = yes
then internal_parasites.

kb-155: if parasites
and experiencing_external_parasites = yes
then external_parasites.

kb-156: if (high_stress
or (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and floor_raised = yes
and mortality = M
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and goal mortality = GM
and critical_mortality = CM.
and M > GM * CM
then parasites.

kb-157: question (blood_droppings) =
'Is there evidence of blood in the droppings?'.

kb-158: question (experiencing_external_parasites) =
'Is the flock experiencing evidence of external
parasites in the current production period?'.

kb-159: legalvals (blood_droppings) = [yes,no].

kb-160: legalvals (experiencing_external_parasites) = [yes,
no].

Production rules kb-154, kb-155, and kb-156 evaluate parasite

problems. Internal parasites are diagnosed in kb-154.

Confirmation requires parasite symptoms (kb-156) and blood in the

droppings (kb-157). External parasites are diagnosed in kb-155.

Confirmation requires parasite symptoms (kb-156) and visual

evidence of external parasites (kb-158).

Parasites symptoms are confirmed in kb-156. Preconditions of

these symptoms are either hen stress, or low feed consumption and

low egg production, or low feed consumption and small eggs, or

small eggs and confirmation pullets were floor raised, plus high

hen mortality. Prespecified questions about droppings and

external parasites and acceptable usr responses appear in rules

kb-157 through kb-160.

kb-161: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and mortality = M
and goal mortality = GM
and critical_mortality = CM
and M > GM * CM
and experiencing_infectious = yes
then infectious diseases.
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kb-162: question (experiencing_infectious) =
'Is flock experiencing infectious choriza, fowl
cholera, or MG diseases in current production
period?'.

kb-163: legalvals (experiencing_infectious) = [yes,nol.

Infectious diseases are evaluated in kb-161. Diagnosis

requires either low feed consumption and low egg production, low

feed consumption and small eggs, or small eggs plus high hen

mortality and visual evidence of infectious choriza, fowl cholera,

or MG disease (kb-162 and kb-163).

kb-164: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed_consumption
and small egg_sizes)
and high_temperature is unknown
and high_waterintake is unknown
and poor lighting is unknown
and overcrowding is unknown
and internal_parasites is unknown
and external_parasites is unknown
and infectious diseases is unknown
and beaks = yes
then bad beaks.

kb-165: question (beaks) =
'Are beaks bubbly, tender or straw beak shaped?'.

kb-166: legalvals (beaks) = (yes,no].

Improper debeaking is evaluated in kb-164 when either low

feed consumption and low egg production or low feed consumption

and small eggs exists and high house temperature, high water

intake, poor lighting, overcrowding, internal parasites, external

parasites, and infectious diseases are not causitive factors and

beaks appear to be either bubbly, tender, or straw-shaped.

Information about beak appearance is requested by production rule

kb-165. Acceptable user responses are specified in kb-166.
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kb-167: if (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
and mechanical feed = no
or limited_feed = yes
then feeder design.

Feeder design is evaluated by kb-167. Confirmation of

improper design requires either low feed consumption and low

production or low feed consumption and small eggs, plus practice

of mechanical, full feeding. Information about hand feeding or

non-mechanical feeding and the feeding regime is stored in the

housing data file, thus a user query is not specified.

kb-168: if low_production
or (lowfeed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
or small_egg_sizes
and high_metabolizable energy is unknown
and high_calcium is unknown
and methionine is unknown
and methionine_cystine is unknown
and threonine is unknown
and trytophane is unknown
and lysine is unknown
and low sodium is unknown
and high sodium is unknown
and change_grain is unknown
and change_protein is unknown
and change_fat is unknown
and high moisture corn is unknown
and off_odors is un"Ltown
and poor water is unknown
and high_temperture is unknown
and high_phosphorus is unknown
and break leaks is unknown
and poor_lighting is unknown
and overcrowding is unknown
and internal_parasites is unknown
and external_parasites is unknown
and infectious diseases is unknown
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and bad beaks is unknown
and fee -der design is unknown
and poor_pullet_quality is unknown
and present_age = PA
and PA > 65
the poor molting.

Molting practices are evaluated in kb-168. Confirmation

requires either low production, low feed consumption and low

production, low feed consumption and small eggs, or small eggs

without any identifiable cause. In addition, the flock must be of

an age to have been molted. This age is 65 weeks or older.

kb-169: if low_production
or (low feed consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed consumption
and smaIl_eg-ci_sizes)
or small_egg_sizes
and present_age = PA
and PA < 65
and actual 18 wt = AEW
and potential 18 wt = PEW
and critical 1-8_7/t = CEW
and AEW < PEW * CEW
then poor_pullet_quality.

kb-170: if low_production
or (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
or small_egg_sizes
and present_age = PA
and PA < 65
and actual6_wt = ASW
and potential_6_wt = PSW
and critical_6_wt = CSW
and ASW < PSW * CSW
then poor_pullet_quality.

kb-171: if low_production
or (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
or small_egg_sizes
and present_age = PA
and PA < 65
and actual 6 uniformity = ASU_
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and potential_6_uniformity = PSU
and critical6 uniformity = CSU
and ASU < PSU CSU
then poor_pullet_quality.

kb-172: if low_production
or (low_feed_consumption
and low_production)
or (low_feed_consumption
and small_egg_sizes)
or small_egg_sizes
and present age = PA
and PA < 65—
and actual18_uniformity = AEU
and potential 18 uniformity= PEU
and critical_18_uniformity = CEU
and AEU < PEU * CEU
then poor_pullet_quality.

kb-173: if low_production
or (low feed consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed_consumption
and small egg_sizes)
or small_egg_sizes
and present_age = PA
and PA < 65
and actual 18_consumption = AEC
and potential 18 consumption = PEC
and critical TA C"onsumption = CEC
and AEC < PEC *—CEC
then poor_pullet_quality.

kb-174: if low_production
or (low feed consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed consumption
and small egg_sizes)
or small_ "egg sizes
and presnt_7a-ge = PA
and PA < 65
and actual 6 mortality = ASM
and potential 6_mortality = PSM
and critical T mortality = CSM
and ASM < PSM CSM
then poor_pullet_quality.
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kb-175: if low_production
or (low_feedconsumption
and low_production)
or (low feed consumption
and smaIl_egg_sizes)
or small_egg_sizes
and present_age = PA
and PA < 65
and actual_18 mortality = AEM
and potential 18 mortality = PEM
and critical_ T8 mortality = CEM
and AEM < PE *-tEM
then poor_pullet_quality.

kb-176: if low_production
or (low feed consumption
and low_production)
or (low feed consumption
and small egg_sizes)
or small e-gg_sizes
and present_age = PA
and PA < 65
and actual 18 shank index = AESI
and potential_18_shank_index = PESI
and critical_upper_18_shank index = CUESI
and critical lower 18 shank index = CDESI
and AESI > PESI *
or AESI < PESI * CDESI
and then poor_pullet_quality.

Pullet quality is evaluated in production rules numbered kb-

169 through kb-176. Each of these rules analyze pullet quality

based on either low egg production, low feed consumption and low

egg production, low feed consumption and small eggs, or small eggs

and an indicator of subpar pullet flock performance as measured at

6 and/or 18 weeks of age.

Rule kb-169 compares pullet weight at 18 weeks of age to a

performance standard adjusted downward by a coefficient of weight

tolerance. Rule kb-170 compares pullet weight at 6 weeks to a

adjusted weight standard. Rules kb-171 and kb-172 compare pullet

uniformity to adjusted uniformity standards at 6 and 18 weeks,

respectively. Rule kb-173 compares 18-week feed consumption to an
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adjusted feed consumption standard. Rules kb-174 and kb-175

compare 6- and 18-week mortality with mortality standards

respectively, while kb-176 compares 18-week shank index data with

upper and lower shank index standards.

kb-177: if (low_production
and protein_hen_day = PHD
and potential_protein hen day = PPHD
and critical protein Tien aay = CPHD
and PHD < PPHD * CPHD
oror (small egg_sizes
and proteTn_hen day = PHD
and potential_pTotein hen day = PPHD
and critical low_ protein h_ en_day = CLPHD
and PHD < PPHD * CLPHD
then low_protein.

Protein consumption is evaluated in production rule kb-177.

Confirmation requires either low production and reduced protein

consumption or small eggs and reduced protein consumption.

kb-178: if low_production
and methionine is unknown
and methionine_hen_day = MHD
and goal_methionine_hen_day = GMHD
and critical_ methionine hen day = CMHD
and MHD < GM ID * CMHD
then low methionine.

Low methionine supplementation is evaluated in kb-178.

Confirmation of low methionine supplementation requires low

production with methionine below a critical level but within

accepted bounds.

kb-179: if low_production
and water intake = WI
and goalwater_intake = GWI
and critical_low_water_intake = CLWI
and WI < GWI * CLWI
then low water intake.
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Rule kb-179 evaluated low water consumption. Confirmation

requires low egg production and a water intake less than a water

intake standard adjusted downward by a coefficient of tolerance.

kb-180:

kb-181:

kb-182:

if low_production
and experienced_past_disease s = yes
then past_diseases.

question (experienced_past_diseas es ) =
'Has this flock experienced diseases in the past
periods?'.

legalvals (experienced_past_diseases ) = [yes,nol.

Rule kb-180 attributes past diseases as a cause for low egg

production if the flock has experienced diseases in previous

periods. Rule kb-181 queries the uset about the incidence of past

diseases while rule kb-182 provides acceptable answers to the

query.

kb-183:	 if (low_production
and low_feed_consumption is unknown
and low_protein is unknown
and low methionine is unknown
and high_temperature is unknown
and low_water_intake is unknown)
or (poor_shell_qualitY
and equipment_damage is unknown
and high_temperature is unknown
and respiratory_diseases is unknown
and low calcium is unknown
and phosphorus is unknown
and mixing_error is unknown
and feed toxins is unknown
and poor mineral absorption is unknown)
or high Tilood_spas
then high_stress.

Kb-183 evaluates bird stress. Confirmation requires either

low production and acceptable feed consumption, protein and

methionine supplementation, house temperatures, and water intake,
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or poor shell quality but no damage from egg handling equipment,

normal house temperatures, no respiratory diseases, adequate

calcium and phosphorus supplementation, no ration mixing errors,

feed toxins, and mineral absorption problems, or eggs with a high

incidence of blood spots.

kb 184:	 if high_stress
and mortality = M
and goal mortality = GM
and critical_mortality = CM
and M > GM * CM
and cannabolism = yes
then high_cannabolism.

kb-185: question (cannabolism) =
'Have you noted high cannabolism and or prolapse in
this flock?'.

kb-186: legalvals (cannabolism) = [yes,no].

Cannabolism is evaluated by kb-184. High cannabolism is

confirmed if high stress, high flock mortality, and visual

evidence of high cannabolism or prolapse exists (kb-185 and kb-

186).

kb-187: if high_cannabolism
and double_yolks = yes
then double_yolk.

kb-188: question (double yolks) =
'Is the incidence of double yolks in this flock
higher than two percent?'.

kb-189: legalvals (double_yolks) = [yes,no].

Egg yolks are evaluated in kb-187. Preconditions are the

high incidence of cannabolism and double yolks (kb-188 and kb-

189).
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kb-190: if high_ammonia
and static pressure = SP
and minimum_static_pressure = MSP
and maximum_static_pressure = MASP
and SP > MSP
or SP < MASP
then poor_ventilation.

House ventilation is analyzed in kb-190. Confirmation of

poor ventilation requires high ammonia levels and a static

pressure outside an acceptable range of performance.

kb-191: if high_stress
or low_yolks_runny_albumin
and detect_ammonia = yes
then high_ammonia.

kb-192: question (detect ammonia) =
'Do you detect high ammonia levels in this flock"s
layer house?'.

kb-193: legalvals (detect_ammonia) = [yes,no].

Rule kb-191 evaluates layer-house ammonia concentrations

Preconditions for high ammonia levels are flock stress and the

presence of high ammonia levels or low egg yolks and runny albumin

and the presence of high ammonia levels. The user query about

ammonia odors is initiated by kb-192. Possible responses to the

query are specified in kb-193.

kb-194: if high_ammonia
and deep_pit = yes
then poor_pit management.

Manure pit management is assessed in kb-194. This rule

confirms poor pit management if high ammonia levels are detected

and a deep-pit manure system is utilized.

kb-195: if (high_ammonia
and mortality = M
and goal mortality = GM
and critical_mortality = CM
and M > GM * CM
and experiencing_infectious = yes
and respiratory = yes)
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or (poor_shell_quality
and mortality = M
and goal_mortality = GM
and critical_mortality = CM
and M > GM * CM
and experiencing_infectious = yes
and respiratory = yes)
or (low_yolks_runny_albumin
and mortality = M
and goal_mortality = GM
and critical_mortality = CM
and M > GM * CM
and experiencing_infectious = yes
and respiratory = yes)
then respiratory_diseases.

kb-196:	 question (respiratory) =
'Is this flock exhibiting respiratory disease
symptoms?'.

kb-197:	 legalvals (respiratory) = [yes,no].

Kb-195 evaluates flock respiratory diseases. Preconditons

include high hen mortality and either:

1) high ammonia levels and infectious and respiratory
diseases, or

2) poor egg shell quality and respiratory diseases, or
3) poor interior egg quality and respiratory diseases.

Rule kb-196 queries users about respiratory diseases and simple

response choices are provided by kb-197.

kb-198:	 if high_stress
and suspect_environmental_stress
then poor environment.

kb-199:	 if high stress
and bird fright = yes
then fright.

kb-200:	 question (suspect_environmental_stress) =
'Do you suspect lighting or other environmental
stress?'.
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kb-201: legalvals (suspect_environmental_stress) = [yes,
no].

kb-202: question (bird_fright) =
'Are birds frightened often?'.

kb-203: legalvals (bird_fright) = [yes,no].

Environmental stress and bird fright are assessed in kb-198

and kb-199, respectively. High stress is a precondition of either

management problem while lighting and other environmental stress

uniquely confirms environmental stress and often frightened birds

confirm fright stress. Queries about environmental stress and

bird fright are prompted by kb-200 and kb-202, respectively.

Proposed responses are supplied by kb-201 and kb-203.

kb-204: if high stress
and high_ammonia ammonia is unknown
and respiratory_diseases is unknown
and parasites is unknown
and overcrowding is unknown
and poor_ 	 is unknown
and fright is unknown
then mycotoxins.

Mycotoxin problems are evaluated in kb-204. Confirmation

requires flock stress without a confirmed cause for the stress.

kb-205: if low_production
and low_feed consumption is unknown
and low_protein is unknown
and low methionine is unknown
and high_temperature is unknown
and low water intake is unknown
and pas diseases is unknown
and high_ammonia is unknown
and respiratory_diseases is unknown
and parasites is unknown
and overcrowding is unknown
and poor environment is unknown
and fright is unknown
and high_cannabolism is unknown
and poor molting is unknown
then theft.
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Kb-205 explores the possibility of egg theft. Theft is

possible when egg production is low and no reason is identified.

kb-206: if poor_shell_quality
and calcium_hen_day = CHD
and CHD < 3.5
then low calcium.

Calcium supplementation is evaluated in kb-206. Low

supplementation requires poor egg shell quality and calcium

supplementation below 3.5 grams per hen day.

kb-207: if (crax_percent = CP
and potential crax_percent = PC
and critical C'rax_percent = CC
and CP > PC 7 CC
and leakers = L
and potential leakers = PL
and critical leakers = CL
and L> PL * a
and average blend_price = ABP
and dozen_gFade = DG
and ((((CP - PC) + (L - PL)) * DG) * ABP) =

CRAXLOSS)
or (crax_percent = CP
and potential_prax_percent = PC
and critical crax_percent CC
and CP > PC 7 CC
and average_blend_price = ABP
and dozen_grade = DG
and (((CP - PC) * DG) * ABP) = CRAXLOSS)
or (leakers = L
and potential leakers = PL
and critical Makers = CL
and L > PL *-CL
and average_blend_price = ABP
and dozen_graded = DG
and (((L -.PL) * DG * ABP) = CRAXLOSS)
or (exterior_grade b = EGB
and potential_exteTior_grade b = PEGS
and critical_ exterior_ grade 	 = CEGB
and EGB > PEGB * CEGB
and EGB > PEGB
and price_la = PLA
and price lb = PLB
and dozen_grade = DG
and EGB * DG * (PLA - PLB) = CRAXLOSS)
or (high_store_returns
and complaints_off_taste = no
and complaints_yolk = no)
or (high_store returns
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and reason = exterior_quality)
and display([' Economic loss due to poor shell
quality is approximatelY',tab(5),$(CRAXLOSS),'per
week.',n11)
then poor_shell_quality.

Egg shell quality is evaluated in production rule kb-207.

Poor egg shell quality is confirmed when either:

1) both cracked and leaking eggs are excessive, or

2) only leaking eggs are excessive, or

3) grade B eggs are excessive, or

4) high store returns are experienced without either off-

taste or yolk complaints, or

5) high store returns are experienced and the reason is egg

exterior quality.

When both cracked and leaking eggs are excessive, economic

loss is based on the number of excessive cracked and leaking eggs

times the average egg blend price. When only cracked eggs are

excessive, the loss is based solely on the number of excessively

cracked eggs. If only grade b eggs are excessive, the loss-is

based on the number of excessive grade b eggs times the difference

in price between grade large a and grade large b eggs.

kb-208:	 if poor_shell_quality
and phosphorus hen_day = PHD
and goal_phospRorushen day = GPHD
and critical maximuiTt_phO-Sphorus_hen_day = CMAP
and criticalminimumphosphorus hen day = CMIP
and PHD > GPHD * CMAP
or PHD < GRPD * CMIP
then phosphorus.
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A phosphorus imbalance is evaluated in kb-208. Preconditions

are poor shell quality and phosphorus supplementation outside an

acceptable range.

kb-209: if high_store_returns
and reason = exterior_quality
and poor_shell_quality
and process_own_eggs
and shell thickness = ST
and potential_shell_thickness = PST
and ST < PST
then equipment_damage.

Egg shell damage due to egg handling equipment is analyzed by

kb-209. Confirmation requires high store returns due to exterior

shell quality, poor egg shell quality, thin egg shells, and direct

sales to stores.

kb-210: if poorshell_quality
and equipment_damage is unknown
and high_temperature is unknown
and respiratory_diseases is unknown
and low_calcium is unknown
and phosphorus is unknown
and suspect_poor_absorption = yes
then poor_mineral_absorption.

kb-211: question (suspect_poor_absorption) =
'Do you suspect poor calcium, phosphorus, or trace
mineral absorption?'.

kb-212: legalvals (suspect_poor_absorption) = [yes no].

kb-213: if poor shell_quality
and equTpment_damage is unknown
and high_temperature is unknown
and respiratory_diseases is unknown
and low_calcium is unknown
and phosphorus is unknown
and poor_mineral_absorption is unknown
and feed additives = yes
then feed toxins.
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kb-214: question (feed_additives) =
'Have you recently added feed additives or
medications to the layer ration?'.

kb-215: legalvals (feed_additives) = [yes,no].

Rule kb-210 assesses mineral absorption. Confirmation of

poor mineral absorption requires poor egg shell quality without

confirmation of a cause and a suspicion of poor mineral

absorption. This suspicion is confirmed by the question and

possible response posed by rules kb-211 and kb-212.

If poor mineral absorption can not be confirmed by kb-210,

rule kb-213 is tested. Confirmation of kb-213 requires poor egg

shell quality without finding a possible cause, including poor

mineral absorption and the recent addition of feed additives or

medications to the layer ration. To verify the addition of ration

additives, the question and possible responses contained in rules

kb-214 and kb-215 are posed.

kb-216: if low_yolks_runny_albumen
and process_own_eggs = yes
and candlers_inexperienced = yes
then candling_error.

kb-217: question (candlers_inexperienced) =
'Are candlers inexperienced?'.

kb-218: legalvals (candlers_inexperienced) = Eyes,nol.

Egg candling techniques are evaluated in kb-216.

Preconditions are own processing, inexperienced egg candlers, and

eggs with low yolks and runny albumens. Information about candler

experience is sought from rules kb-217 and kb-218.
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kb-219: if poor_interior_quality •
and haugh_units = HU
and minimum_haugh_units = MHU
and HU < MHU
then low_yolks_runny_albumen.

kb-220: if percent bloods = PB
and potential_percent_bloods = PPB
and critical_percent_bloods = CPB
and PB > PPB * CPB
and average_blend_price = ABP
and dozen grade = DG
and PB > PPB
and (PB - PPB) * DG * ABP = ILOSS
and display(['Economic loss attributed to poor
interior quality is approximately,',tab(4),$(ILOSS)
,'per week.'])
then poor_interior_quality.

Egg interior quality and a possible cause for poor interior

quality is evaluated in rules kb-219 and kb-220. Poor egg

interior quality requires eggs classified as bloods exceeding a

standard. Low egg yolks and runny albumens cause this problem

when haugh units are below standard. The economic loss associated

with poor interior egg quality is based on the number of excess

eggs classified as bloods times the average blend price received

for eggs.

kb-221: if low_yolks_runny_albumen
and hours_to_cooler = HTC
and (average_temperature = AT
and AT > 82
and maximum_ over_eightytwo = MOET
and HTC > MOET)
oror (average_temperature = AT
and hours to cooler = HTC
and maximum

to_
	 = MLET

and AT < 82-
and HTC > MLET)
then handling_time.
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kb-222: question (hours_to_cooler) =
'How many hours from the time eggs are layed until
they are placed in the egg cooler?'.

kb-223: legalvals (hours_to_cooler) = number.

Egg handling time is evaluated by kb-221. Confirmation

requires eggs with low yolks and runny albumens and egg handling

time exceeding a standard when ambient temperature exceeds 82

degrees F or a slightly lower standard if ambient temperature is

less than 82 degrees. The user is queried about egg handling time

in kb-222. Any numeric response is accepted by kb-223.

kb-224: if low_yolks_runny_albumen
and cooler temperature = CT
and CT >
then high_cooler_temperature.

kb-225: question (cooler_temperature) =
'What is the egg cooler temperature?'.

kb-226: legalvals (cooler_temperature) = number.

Egg cooler temperature setting is evaluated in kb-224.

Confirmation of an improper temperature setting requires low egg

yolks, runny albumens, and a temperature setting exceeding 55

degrees F. The user is queried about egg cooler temperature in

kb-225 and is permitted to respond with a numeric setting by kb-

226.

kb-227: if process_own_eggs = yes
and store_returns = yes
and reason = exterior quality
or reason = interior quality
or reason = bloodspots
then high_store_returns.
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kb-228: question (store_returns) =.
'Do you have high store returns?'.

kb-229: legalvals (store_returns) = [yes,no].

kb-230: question (reason) =
'What is the predominant reason for store
returns?'.

kb-231: legalvals (reason) = [exterior_quality, interior_
quality, blood_spots].

Store returns are evaluated in kb-227. Confirmation requires

direct store marketing and excessive store returns attributed to

either eggshell quality, yolk and albumen quality, or blood spots.

Information about the relative magnitude of store returns and the

reasons for these returns are obtained from rules kb-228 through

kb-231.

Further insights about the exact causes of interior egg

quality problems are evaluated in rules kb-232 through kb-238.

kb-232: if high_storereturnsiand reason = interior_quality
and complaints_off_taste = yes
then off taste.

kb-233: if high_storereturnsiand reason = interior_quality
and complaints_yolk = yes
then discolor_yolk.

kb-234: if (high_store_returns
and reason = blood_spots)
or (leakers = L
and potential_leakers = PL
and critical_leakers = CL
and L > PL * CL
then high_blood_spots.

kb-235:

kb-236:

question (complaints_off_taste) =
'Are store complaints related to off taste?'.

question (complaints_yolk) =
'Are store complaints related to yolk discoloration
?'.
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kb-237: legalvals (complaints_off_taste) = [yes,nol.

kb-238: legalvals (complaints_yolk) = [yes,no].

Reasons for high store returns are evaluated in rules kb-232

through kb-234. Off-tasting eggs is confirmed in kb-232.

Confirmation requires high store returns caused by off-tasting

eggs. Discolored yolk is confirmed in kb-233 and blood spots are

confirmed in kb-234. Rules kb-235 and kb-236 query the user about

egg complaints. Rules kb-237 and kb-238 provide acceptable user

responses.

kb-239: if case weight
and goaTcase_weight = GCW
and critical case weight = CCW
and CW < GCW–* CCW
then small_egg_sizes

kb-240: whencached (small_egg_sizes) = [small message].

kb-241: if average_blend_price = ABP
and dozen_grade = DG
and potential_blend_price = PBP
and ABP < PBP
and (PBP - ABP) * DG = SMALLEGGS
and display(PEconomi c losses attributed to small
egg sizes is approximately,',tab(4),
then small message.

Egg size is assessed in kb-239. A relative light case weight

identifies a small egg size problem. When small egg size is

noted, kb-240 seeks to estimate the economic loss attributed to

small eggs. This loss is calculated only if the average egg blend

price is less than a potential blend price. The loss is

calculated by multiplying dozens of eggs graded times the

difference between the average egg blend price received and the

potential average egg blend price.
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kb-242: if small_egg_sizes
or (high_feed_consumption
and high feed_cost)
and metaEolizable_energy_hen_day = MEHD
and goal metabolizable energy_hen day = GMEHD
and critical low  metab olizable  energy  hen day =
CLMEHD
and MEHD < GMEHD * CLMEHD
then very_low_metabolizable_energy.

Very low metabolizable energy is evaluated by rule kb-242.

Confirmation requires either small eggs or high feed consumption

and high feed cost plus a very low metabolizable energy

supplementation.

kb-243: if process own eggs = no
and class_TeigiTt contract = yes
and price agreeme-nt_jumbo_a = PAJA
and potential_price_jumbo_a = PPJA
and dozen_jumbo a = DJA
and (PPJA - PAJA) * DJA = RJA
and price_ agreement extra_large_a = PAELA
and potenial_price-extra_large_a = PPELA
and dozen extra larg-e_a = DELA
and (PPELA - PAELA) * DELA = RELA
and price agreement large_a = PALA
and potential_price_large_a = PPLA
and dozen large_ a = DLA
and (PPLA-- PAL) * DLA = RLA
and price agreement_large_b = PALB
and potenTial_p rice large_b = PPLB
and dozen large b =-DLB
and (PPLB-- PALE) * DLB = RLB
and price agreement_mediuma = PAMA
and potential_price_medium_a = PPMA
and dozen_ medium_ = DMA
and (PPMA- PAMA) * DMA = RMA
and price agreement_mediumb = PAMB
and potenTial_p rice_medium__b = PPMB
and dozen_ medium b DMB
and (PPMB- PAMB) = * DMB = RMB
and price agreement_small_a = PASA
and potential_price_small_a = PPSA
and dozen small_ a = DSA
and (PPSA-- PAS) * DSA = RSA
and price_ agreement small_b = PASB
and potenial_price-small b = PPSB
and dozen small b =-DSB -
and (PPSB-- PASTS) * DSB = RSB
and price_agreement_peewee_a = PAPWA
and potential_price_peewee a = PPPWA
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and dozen_peewee_a = DPWA
and (PPPWA - PAPWA) * DPWA = RPWA
and price_agreement_prax = PAC
and potential_price_prax = PPC
and dozen_crax = DC
and (PPC - PAC) * DC = RC
and RJA + RELA + RLA + RLB + RMA + RMB + RSA + RSB
+RPWA + RC = LOSSPA
and LOSSPA < 0
and sqrt(LOSSPA * LOSSPA) = ECONLPA
and display(PVerify egg quality and reevaluate
class weight contract. Economic loss attributed to.
a poor class weight contract is:',tab(4),$
(ECONLPA),'per week.',n1l)
then poor_class_weight_contract.

kb-244:

	

	 if processown_eggs = yes
and price_jumbo_a = PJA
and urnery_jumbo_a = UJA
and dozenjumbo_a = DJA
and (UJA PJA) * DJA = RJA
and price_extra_large_a = PELA
and urnery_extra_large_a = UELA
and dozen_extra_large_a = DELA
and (UELA - PELA) * DELA = RELA
and price_large_b = PLB
and urnery_large_b = ULB
and dozen large b = DLB
and (ULB - PLB) * DLB = RLB
and price_medium_a = PMA
and urnery_medium_a = UMA
and dozen_medium a = DMA
and (UMA - PMA) T DMA = RMA
and price_medium_b = PMB
and urnery_medium_b = UMB
and dozen_medium_b = DMB
and (UMB - PMB) * DMB + RMB
and price_small_a = PSA
and urnery_small_a = USA
and dozen_small_a = DSA
and (USA - PSA) * DSA = RSA
and price_small_b = PSB
and urnery_small_b = USB
and dozen_small_b = DSB
and (USB - PSB) * DSB = RSB
and price_peewee_a = PPWA
and urnery_peewee_a = UPWA
and dozen_peewee_a = DPWA
and (UPWA - PPWA) * DPWA = RPWA
price_crax = PC
and urnery_crax = UC
and dozen_prax = DC
and (UC - PC) * DC = RC
and assemble_process delivery_cos t = APDC
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and dozen_grade = DG
and APDEC * DG + MKTCOST
and (RJA + RELA + RLA + RLB + RMA + RMB + RSA + RSB
+ RPWA + RC) - MKTCOST = LOSSPA
and sqrt(LOSSPA * LOSSPA) = ECONLPA
and display(['Economic loss attributed to poor
marketing practices is:',tab(4),$(ECONLPA),n1])
then poor_marketing_practices.

kb-245:	 if process own eggs = no
and class_weiga contract = no
and price_jumbo a = PJA
and potential_price_jumbo_a = PPJA
and dozen_jumbo a = DJA
and (PPJA - PJA) * DJA = RJA
and price large_a = PLA
and potential_p rice_large_a = PPLA
and dozen large a = DLA
and (PPLA-- PLAT * DLA = RLA
and price large_b = PLB
and potenTial_price large_b = PPLB
and dozen large b =-bLB
and (PPLB-- PLB) * DLB = RLB
and price medium . a = PMA
and potential_price_medium_a = PPMA
and dozen_ medium a = DMA
and (PPMA- PMA) .-* DMA = RMA
and price medium b = PMB
and potential_prTce_medium_b = PPMB
and dozen_ medium b = DMB
and (PPMB- PMB) -* DMB = RMB
and price small a = PSA
and potential_price_small_a = PPSA
and dozen small a = DSA
and (PPSA- PSA) * DSA = RSA
and price small b = PSB
and potential_pTice small_b = PPSB
and dozen_small b =_ DSB
and (PPSB - PSB) * DSB = RSB
and price_peewee a = PPWA
and potential_prTce_peewee_a = PPPWA
and dozen_peewee a = DPWA
and (PPPWA - PPWA) * DPWA = RPWA
and price crax = PC
and potential_p ricecrax = PPC
and dozen crax = DC
and (PPC 7 PC) * DC = RC
and (RJA + RELA + RLA + RLB + RMA + RMB + RSA + RSB
+ RPWA + RC) = LOSSPA
and LOSSPA < 0
and sqrt(LOSSPA * LOSSPA) = ECONLPA
and display(['Economic loss attributed to a poor
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grade yield arrangement is:'tab(4),$(ECONLPA),' per
week.',n1l)
then poor_grade_yield.

Production rules kb-243 to kb-245 evaluate marketing

management. If the producer does not process eggs buts sells them

directly through a class weight contract, contract performance is

assessed in kb-243. A poor contract is confirmed if an absolute

economic loss in egg revenue is experienced.

Marketing practices are evaluated in kb-244. Confirmation

requires the processing of eggs and an absolute economic loss in

egg revenue based on the Urnery-Barry price for each class of egg

marketed.

Grade yield marketing arrangements are evaluated in kb-245.

Preconditions are direct egg sales without a class weight

contract and an absolute economic loss in egg revenue based on a

standard egg price for each class of egg marketed.

kb-246: if building_equipment_depreciation_interest = BEDI
and goal_building_equipment_depreciation_interest =
GBEDI
and critical_building_equipment_depreciation_
interest = CBEDI
and BEDI > GBEDI * CBEDI
then high_interest_depreciation.

kb-247: if repairs = R
and goal_repairs = GR
and critical_repairs = CR
and R > GR * CR
then high_repair.

kb-248: if high interest_depreciation
and high_repair	 repair
and builaing_eq uipment_depreciatio n interest = BEDI
and goal building_equipment_depreciaion_ interest =
GBEDI
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and repairs = R
and goal_repairs = GR
and BEDI > GBEDI
and R > GR
and ((BEDI - GBEDI) + (R - GR)) = INTLOSS)
or (high interest_depreciation
and builaing_equipment_depreciation_interest = BEDI
and goal building_equipment_depreciation_interest =
GBEDI —
and BEDI - GBEDI = INTLOSS)
or (high repair
and repairs = R
and goal repairs = GR
and R >

goal_repair

and R - GR = INTLOSS)
and display(PEconomic loss associated with high
fixed costs is approximately',tab(4), $(INTLOSS),'
per week.',nl])
then high_fixed_costs.

Production rule kb-246 evaluates depreciation and interest

costs associated with buildings and equipment. If these costs

exceed a standard, excessive building depreciation and interest

costs are confirmed. In rule kb-247, high repair costs are

confirmed when repair costs exceed a repair cost standard. High

fixed costs are confirmed in kb-248. The economic cost associated

with high fixed costs are also calculated in the production rule.

kb-249: if high_feedconsumption
and high_feed_cost
and average_temperature = AT
and minimum_temperature = MT
and AT < MT
then low temperature.

kb-250: if high_feed_consumption
and high_feed_cost is unknown
and average_temperature = AT
and minimum_temperature = MT
and AT < MT
then note low temperature.

Production rules kb-249 and kb-250 evaluate layer-house

temperature. These rules are nearly identical. Both require
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confirmation of high feed consumption, but only kb-249 requires

confirmation of high feed costs too.

kb-251: if feed_hen_day = FHD
and goal_feed_hen_day = GFHD
and criticalmaximumfeed_hen_day = CMFHD
and FHD > GFHD * CMFHD
then high_feed_consume.

kb-252: if feed used = FU
and goal_feed_used = GFU
and critical_feed_used = CFU
and FU > GFU * CFU
then high_feed_cost.

Feed consumption is assessed in kb-251. Feed consumption is

high when feed fed per hen day exceeds a feed consumption

standard. Similarily, high feed costs are confirmed when feed

used exceeds a standard for feed used (kb-252).

kb-253: if high feed consumption
and hig-ti feea cost
and body weight = BW
and goal body_weight = GBW
and critical body weight = CBW
and BW > GBW-* CBW
then heavy_birds.

kb-254: if high feed consumption
and high_feed_cost
and area hen = AH
and maximum_ recommended_ area hen = MRAH
and AH > Milk!
then low density.

kb-255: if high_feed_consumption
and high_feed_cost
and feather score = FS
and goal_feather_score = GFS
and critical_feather_score = CFS
and FS > GFS * CFS
then feather loss.

kb-256: if high_feed_consumption
and high_feed_cost
and mechanical_feed = no
then wastage.
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kb-257: if high_feed_consumption
and high_feed_cost
and low_temperature is unknown
and vlow_metabolizable_energy is unknown
and low density is unknown
and feather loss is unknown
and wastage is unknown
then feed theft.

Production rules kb-253 through kb-257 evaluate production

problems associated with high feed consumption and high feed

costs. In kb-253 excessive bird weight is confirmed when actual

body weight exceeds a bird weight standard. Low bird density is

assessed in kb-254. Confirmation requires an area per hen housed

greater than a maximum recommended area per hen. Feather loss is

evaluated by kb-255. Excessive feather loss is confirmed when the

average feather loss score is greater than a standard feather loss

score.

Production rule kb-256 evaluates feed wastage. If both high

feed consumption and high feed costs exist and hand feeding is

practiced, feed wastage is confirmed. The final rule associated

with high feed consumption and cost evaluates feed theft. Feed

theft is suspected when no other reason for high feed consumption

and cost can be identified.

kb-258: if high_feed_cost
and purchase complete feed = yes
and mill_delivery_cost = MDC
and goalmill_delivery_cost = GMDC
and critical_mill_delivery_cost = CMDC
and MDC > GMDC * CMDC
then high_complete_feed_cost.
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kb-259: if high_feed_cost
and purchase_complete_feed = no
and corn_cost = CC
and goal_corn_cost = GCC
and critical_corn_cost = CCC
and CC > GCC * CCC
then high_corn_cost.

kb-260: if high feed_cost
and purchase_complete_feed = no
and soybean cost = SC
and goal soybean_ cost = GSC
and critTcal soytean_post = CSC
and SC > GSC—* CSC
then high_soybean_cost.

Rules kb-258 through kb-260 evaluate complete feed, corn, and

soybean meal costs, respectively. If a complete ration is fed and

feed, milling, and delivery costs exceed a standard charge, a high

complete feed cost is confirmed (kb-258). When the layer ration

is mixed rather than purchased as a complete feed, a high

ingredient (corn and soybean meal) cost is evaluated (kb-259 and

kb-260). Preconditions for high corn and/or soybean meal are

ingredient costs which exceed an ingredient cost standard.

kb-261: if medication = M
and goal medication = GM
and critical_ medication = CM
and M > GM * CM
then medication cost.

kb-262: if electric = E
and goal_electric = GE
and critical electric = CE
and E > GE * CE
then energy_cost.

kb-263: if miscellaneous = M
and goal miscellaneous = GM
and critical_miscellaneous = CM
and M > GM * CM
then miscellaneous cost.
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Medication, energy, and miscellaneous costs are evaluated in

kb-261, kb-262, and kb-263, respectively. When costs like these

exceed set standards, high costs are confirmed.

kb-264: if labor_cost
and wage rate = WR
and goal-wage_rate = GWR
and critical_ wage rate = CWR
and WR > GWR* CWR
then labor rate.

kb-265: if labor cost
and hours labor = HL
and goal hours labor = GHL
and critTCal hO-urs labor = CHL
and HL > GHL-* CHL-
then labor hours.

kb-266: if labor = L
and goal_labor = GL
and critical_labor = CL
and L > GL * CL
and L > GL
and L GL = HIGHLABOR
and display(['Labor costs appear to be too high.
Excessive labor costs amount to approximately',
tab(4),$HIGHLABOR,'per week. Labor productivity
and or high labor wages are suspect.',nl])
then labor cost.

The last three production rules contained in the XLAYER

program address labor costs. Rule kb-266 evaluates labor costs.

When labor costs exceed a standard, the economic cost of exceeding

the standard is calculated and high labor costs are confirmed.

Once high labor costs are identified and the wage rate exceeds a

standard, a high labor wage is confirmed (kb-264). If labor hours

exceed a labor hour standard, high labor requirements are

confirmed (kb-265).
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PROGRAM OUTPUTS

The XLAYER program possesses the ability to diagnose multiple

management problems and recommend management actions for over 80

individual poultry layer management problems. This capability is

exhibited in a management report displayed on screen and/or

printed. The report identifies management problems, their

associated economic loss when calculated, and specific management

recommendations. An example management report appears in Figure

3. Specific management problems and recommendations related to

housing and equipment management, nutrition, diseases, economics,

marketing practices, and general management practices represent

the domain of XLAYER's diagnostics.

Approximately 37 percent of the program's diagnostics are

about layer nutrition. Nutritional diagnostics include such

things as excessive or restrictive metabolizable energy, calcium,

and sodium supplementation, methionine, methionine-cystine,

lysine, threonin-e, and trytophane amino acid imbalance, improper

vitamin and/or trace mineral mix supplementation, and poor egg

shell quality induced by improper ration formulation.

Some 23 percent of the XLAYER program's diagnostics directly

address general management practices. Improperly trained egg

candlers, an improperly managed poultry deep manure pit system,

cage overcrowding or under utilization, sudden changes in layer-

house environment, excessive egg handling time, and egg or feed

theft represent some of the type of general management problems

evaluated by the XLAYER program.
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Verify suspected methionine imbalance in the layer ration.

Methionine intake should be within 20 percent of your flock's

potential intake. If, confirmed reformulate the ration's protein

content and methionine supplementation.

Layer house temperature is exceeding 82 degrees F. Use

artificial cooling systems in regions where hot weather is

expected to continue. If layer house has no cooling system, use

partial budgeting techniques to evaluate the economic impact of

alternative cooling systems such as evaporative cooling pads, roof

sprinklers, high-pressure misting, and other such cooling

devices.

Energy costs appear to be too high. Seek professional help

to reduce energy costs and evaluate alternative housing and

lighting options with partial budgeting techniques.

Economic loss attributed to high variable costs are

approximately $110 per week. Evaluate expenditures for feed,

medication, energy, and miscellaneous costs.

Figure 3. XLAYER's Management Report: An Example
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Housing/equipment diagnostics account for about 18 percent of

the XLAYER program's management expertise. The XLAYER program

identifies problems such as improperly adjusted or operating

mechanical egg gathering and feeder equipment, high or low layer-

house temperature, low or high water consumption due to

malfunctioning waterers or poor well water quality, limited

lighting, and inadequate ventilitation.

Economic diagnostics, representing about 14 percent of

the XLAYER program's capability, address traditional economic

performance problems. These include such things as high repair

and maintenance, pullet rearing, labor, interest, and energy

costs.

Disease and marketing problems represent the remaining

diagnostic powers of the program. Inappropriate class weight

sales contract, respiratory diseases, parasites, infectious

coryza, fowl cholera, and MG disease are some of the disease and

marketing diagnostics addressed by the XLAYER program.

PROGRAM TESTING

The XLAYER program has been subject to controlled testing

with numerous test case data. During initial case testing, the

XLAYER program's diagnostic capabilities were further enhanced and

its depth of knowledge was increased. Over 300 individual cases,

representing a flock's complete weekly data set, were subjected to

analysis by the XLAYER program. These cases, although carefully

constructed, confirmed the program could successfully diagnose
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each, as well as various practical combinations, of the over 80

layer management problems included in the XLAYER program.

Currently it is being intensively field tested with flock

data from a commercial layer operation in Oregon. In these tests,

weekly flock performance data produced by Heritage's Layer

Performance microcomputer program are being analyzed by the XLAYER

program and its diagnostics are compared to those independently

developed by the poultry management experts being emulated by the

XLAYER program. In these field tests with some 122,000 hens in

various flock sizes, representing approximately 90 flock weeks of

production data, the XLAYER program has exhibited the ability to

perform on a level consistent with that of its counterpart poultry

management experts. That is, in approximately 90 percent of the

weekly tests, the XLAYER program's diagnostics were identical to

those independently prescribed by the poultry management experts.

Additional field testing and more intensive validation with

more participating flocks is anticipated. Field testing is

scheduled to be completed by the summer of 1990.

PROGRAM LIMITATIONS

The XLAYER program has the potential to be a useful

management tool, yet it has limitations. Major limitations relate

to the program's knowledge base. One such limitation is its

static nature. The program does not possess the ability to learn

from experience. As a result, XLAYER's knowledge base must be

continually updated as new diagnostic techniques are developed and
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possibly new genetic layer strains are introduced. The magnitude

of this limitation is unknown. It may be mitigated because new

knowledge can be added to the program much easier than modifying

code in traditional algorithmic programs.

XLAYER's knowledge base is also limited to the diagnostic

knowledge of the cooperating consultants. No measure of their

poultry management diagnostic skills has been made. The magnitude

of this limitation is also unknown.

CONCLUSIONS

The present level of performance of the XLAYER program

suggests that expert system programs have potential applied

application in poultry layer management. Its potential use in

other commercial animal agricultural operations should be equally

promising. Also, it has been demonstrated that an expert system

program can be linked to a stand alone agricultural, computerized

decision support program and can automatically and routinely

access information generated by this program to diagnosis

management problems and provide insightful management advice. The

level of performance of the XLAYER program indicated that it can

substitute for scarce and relatively expensive human, poultry

layer management expertise. Its successful adoption and

widespread use should increase the production efficiency of layer

operations and improve producer profits.

The XLAYER program also has shown that it can provide

valuable management information in a readily useable form to a
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range of flock sizes. Relative to economies of size issues, this

expert sytem program appears to be size neutral. That is, it

could equally benefit different sizes of operations. If any

unequal benefit should occur, it is hypothesized that more

benefits would accrue to smaller operations because of the

economies associated with making available scarce and expensive

human expertise in the more economical form of a microcomputer

program.
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FOOTNOTES

1/	 M.1 is a registered trademark of TEKNOWLEDGE Inc., P.O. Box
10119 Palo Alto, CA 94303.

The management expertise contained in the XLAYER program
represents that of Mel Gehman, President and Founder of
Heritage PMS Inc., RD #3 Box 458-B Annville, PA 17003.

Layer Performance is a registered trademark of Heritage PMS
Inc., RD # 3 Box 458-B Annville, PA 17003.

2/

3/
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